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Abstract

Face representation is important for face recognition
system. Though most popular face representations are
based on uniform grid sampling, some recent face recog-
nition systems adopt weighted sampling on the different re-
gions of a face. Psychological analysis of visual attention
or human eye fixations on human face images may sug-
gest some cues for face representation. Human Visual Sys-
tem(HVS) gives different weight to different region of human
face via space-variant sampling on fovea and non-uniform
distribution of fixations. This paper focuses on the prob-
lem of simulation of the foveated imaging phenomenon in
HVS, and introduction of foveated imaging method into re-
construction of face in region of interest (ROI) using differ-
ent fixation sources. We compare the effectiveness of actual
fixation on reconstruction of face in ROI with uniform, ran-
dom distribution fixation as well as fixation generated by ar-
tificial model. The experimental results on 100 face images
from FRGC [7] data set show that actual fixation positions
and model-generated fixation positions reconstruct the face
in ROI with considerably better quality. A further analysis
on the statistics of fixation positions also shows that the dis-
tribution of the fixation points is consistent with the weights
of different regions on face images used in some other face
recognition systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

More than 80% information attained to human beings
is through visual perception. Visual attention is an impor-
tant component of Human Visual System (HVS). It plays a
fundamental role in understanding scenes by sequentially
searching the most informative parts of image [17] with
discrete fixations linked by saccadic eye movements. This
strategy eases the need of real-time perceiving of the global

information contained in scenes. Moreover, HVS doesn’t
weigh every pixel in the field of view with the same im-
portance — it is highly space-variant in sampling, coding,
processing and understanding as the spatial resolution of
the fovea is highest around the point of fixation (foveation
point) and decreases rapidly with increasing eccentricity
[4]. By taking the advantage of this fact, it is possible to se-
lectively reconstruct objects in ROI with considerable better
quality.

Many researchers have adopted foveated imaging
method in vision-related tasks, such as real-time percep-
tually lossless low-bandwidth video communication [4],
video compression [9], and visual search for corners [2].

In recent years, with emerging interest in active vision
[1], computer vision researchers attempted to build models
of attention mechanism, which was later applied in the field
of image perception and identification. Consequently, a
number of computational attention models were developed,
such as the models proposed in [13, 15]. The basic prin-
ciples behind these efforts were greatly influenced by psy-
chophysical research. Based on the work in [11, 12, 3], Itti
proposed a saliency-based visual attention model for scene
analysis in [10]. In this work, visual input was first decom-
posed into a set of topographic feature maps which all feed
into a master ‘saliency map’ in a bottom-up manner.

Rybak et al. [14] proposed a model which contains mo-
tor control directives stored in a ‘where’ memory and lo-
cally expected bottom-up features stored in a ‘what’ mem-
ory. This model used eye movement scan-paths as sensor-
motor memories for recognition. It can recognize complex
gray-scale scenes and faces in a translation-, rotation- and
scale-independent manner. In this paper we have imple-
mented artificial model to generate gaze positions and com-
pare the performance between uniform, random, eye tracker
recorded and artificial model generated gaze positions.

Our contributions in this paper include: (1)simulate the
foveated imaging phenomenon with a simple yet flexible



foveated imaging method, (2) reconstruction of the face in
ROI using different fixation source, and comparing the ef-
fectiveness of uniform, random distribution fixations with
model-generated, actual fixations recorded by eye tracker
device, and (3) statistical analysis of the distribution of fix-
ation positions acquired on 4 subjects to verify that human
put different weights on different regions of face images.

This paper mainly focuses on simulation of foveated
imaging phenomenon of HVS using a simple yet flexi-
ble foveated imaging method, and compare the reconstruc-
tion performance on different fixation sources using our
foveated imaging method. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. The detail of our foveated imaging method and
artificial fixation model inspired by Rybak [14] is described
in Section 2. Experimental results are shown in Section 3.
The conclusion and discussion are given in Section 4.

2. FOVEATED IMAGING METHOD AND
ARTIFICIAL FIXATION MODEL

Researchers simulate the foveated imaging phenomenon
with different methods. Earlier systems used special pur-
pose hardware and create foveated image by increasing
pixel-element size as a function of angular distance from the
point of fixations. More recently, Silsbee, Bovik and Chen
[16] implemented a computation effective foveated block
pattern matching algorithm. Geisler and Perry [4] proposed
a multi resolution pyramid coding method and the corre-
sponding motion estimation algorithms for real-time low
bandwidth video communications. In this paper we employ
a simple yet flexible approach similar with [4] to simulate
the foveated imaging phenomenon.

2.1. Foveated imaging method

We simulate the foveated imaging phenomenon in HVS
with different Gaussian smooth operator applied in different
regions of image. The Gaussian smooth operators with in-
creasing window widths and variances are applied to several
circles which double its radii from the point of the fixation.

The 2D form of Gaussian function is:

G(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e
−(x2+y2)

2σ2 (1)

where (x,y) is the coordinate of the current pixel, σ2 is the
variance of the Gaussian function. Taking the discrete form
of 2D Gaussian function within small window, and convo-
lution it with the original image, a blurred image will be
generated.

A sample image generated by our foveated imaging
method with only one fixation at the body of the bee is
shown in Figure 1.

When reconstructing an image, (See Figure 2) we per-
form following steps on every pixel of the image: (1) com-

Figure 1. Original image(left) and its foveated image(right). Orig-
inal image from the supplementary material of [5] , and the
foveated image is generated by our foveated imaging method.

pute the distances between current pixel and all the fixa-
tions, (2) find the closest fixation from the current pixel, (3)
select corresponding window width and variance of Gaus-
sian smooth operator according to the distance between cur-
rent pixel and its closest fixation, (4) employ the gaussian
smooth operator with known window width and variance on
original image, (5) and select the pixel value of the blurred
image with the same coordinate as the value of the current
pixel.

To avoid the repeatedly use of the Gaussian smooth oper-
ator on the original image, we employ the Gaussian smooth
operator on the original image with different window width
and variance and store the blurred image for future use.
When we want to find the value of the current pixel, we se-
lect the corresponding blurred image according to the clos-
est distance between the current pixel and its closest fixa-
tions, and select the value of the pixel at same place on the
blurred image as the value of the current pixel.

2.2. Artificial model for fixation positions genera-
tion

Rybak model [14] is developed on the base of biologi-
cally plausible algorithms and has demonstrated the ability
to recognize complex grey-level images, like human face
images. We adopt Rybak model to generate fixation points
with following steps (See Figure 3):

1) Image transformation: convert color image to grey-
level image and scale the grey-level image with maximum
of its width and height equal to 128 pixels (Figure 3a).

2) Primary transformation: To simulate the decrease in
the resolution of visual field perception from the fovea to
the retinal periphery; The attention window (AW) performs
a primary transformation of the image into a ‘retinal image’
at the fixation point. The AW consists of three rings with
increasing radius and decreasing resolution(Figure 3b).

3) Extraction of primary features: The retinal image in
the AW is used as input to the module for extraction of
primary features which performs a function similar to the
primary visual cortex. Orientation tuning of a neuron was
determined by its receptive field which was formed as the



Figure 2. Illustration of reconstruction steps: (a) Sample image
with 5 fixations (denoted as circles) and the current pixel (denoted
as the red diamond) , (b) The closest fixation of current pixel (the
solid one) and the circles center at the current pixel, (c) Result im-
age after employing the Gaussian smooth operator, and (d) move
to next pixel, then apply the above steps on new pixel again.

difference of two Gauss convolutions with spatially shifted
centers. Sixteen neurons tuned to different edge orienta-
tions (different directions of brightness gradients) interacted
competitively owing to the strong reciprocal inhibiting con-
nections, the orientation tuning of the winning neuron de-
termined the edge orientation in the given point. The step
of orientation -22.5◦ was taken as the unit of the angle mea-
sure. In each fixation, the oriented edges were extracted in
the fixation point(the basic edge segment) and in 48 con-
text points lying on intersections of 16 radiating lines dif-
fering in 22.5◦ and of concentric circles with exponentially
increasing radii(Figure 3c). The oriented edges correspond-
ing to the first circle were extracted with the same resolution
as the basic one. The resolutions with which the other edges
were extracted were determined by their position in the at-
tention window.

4) Selection and representation of the next fixation point:

Use the following formula to select next fixation point:

Ak = a1 ·
Zk

Zmax
+ a2 ·

λk

2
+ a3 · ηij(n) + a4 · χij (2)

where the first term determines the normalized value of
brightness gradient in the context point, which is defined
by the output of the corresponding neuron-winner in the
module for primary feature detection. The second term de-
termines the relative distance of the context edge from the
center of the retinal image. The third term is incorporated
to prevent ‘cycling’, the function ηij(n) determines a ‘nov-
elty’ of the vicinity of the context point. The fourth term
predefines a ‘semantic significance’ of the area. In this
paper, the region of face is described as ‘semantic signifi-
cance’. The scan path and fixation points of image viewing
on the background of the initial image are show in Figure
3d.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use EyeLink II head mounted eye tracking system
[6] to record fixation positions, which has a data sampling
rate of 500Hz when recording binocular fixation data and
an average fixation error less than 0.5 degree.

In our experiments, four male colleague students who
are naive to the purpose of the experiments are selected as
subjects. Each image is presented to subject at the center
of a 19 inch high refresh rate CRT monitor which has the
resolution of 1600*1200. Subjects sit in the front of the
monitor with a distance about 60cm (which corresponds to
approximately 36*27 degrees of visual angles, equivalent to
44 pixels per visual degree) with a chin rest to help keep the
head of the subjects as still as possible.

After the calibration process, we verify the tracking per-
formance by performing a test tracking with 9 known points
and select the dominant eye with smaller average tracking
error. We perform a drift correction before each image is
shown to subjects by displaying a small target centered at
the monitor screen and adjust the drift error to avoid fixa-
tion drift caused by head movement of subjects. We present
each image to subjects for 5 seconds and record the eye fix-
ations of subjects.

In our experiments we use 5 circles with the radius of the
most inner circle equal to 12 pixels and the smoothing win-
dow width of the most inner circle equal to 1 ( guarantee no
blur inside the most inner circle ) to simulate the foveated
imaging system. The radii of outer circle are 24, 48, 96,
192, respectively, and the corresponding smooth window
width are 5, 9, 13, 17, respectively. The variance of a Gaus-
sian smooth operator is selected as a function of Gaussian
window width:

V ariance(n) = (n/2− 1) ∗ 0.3 + 0.5 (3)



Figure 3. (a) The initial image, (b) Image transformation within
the AW in one fixation point, (c) The 48 context points (show by
the yellow point), the central red point denotes the current fixation
point, the yellow point denotes the next fixation point, (d) The scan
path and fixation points of image viewing on the background of the
initial image.

where n is the window width (pixels). This is the default
setting of OpenCV [8] Gaussian smooth operator for faster
computation on small convolution kernels.

Some fixations recorded by the eye tracker device tend to
be close with each other. We purge the number of fixation to
9 by repeatedly remove one of two closest fixations. Benefit
from the careful crop of the images, we can simply define
the face region or ROI as the central part of the image with
60% width and 50% height.

We use the histogram entropy and the root mean square
error(RMSE) in face region to verify the validity of our re-
construction method. The histogram entropy is a function
of the probability of each grey-level in histogram bins:

Entropy(p) =
256∑
i=1

−pi ∗ log2(pi) (4)

Table 1. The RMSE and entropy when using different fixation
sources , fixations data from 4 subjects, 2 random, 1 uniform, and
artificial model.

fixations RMSE Entropy
sources avg std dev avg std dev

Subject subject 1 3.84 1.32 7.257534 0.203520
subject 2 4.00 1.34 7.257657 0.203442
subject 3 4.05 1.40 7.257851 0.203426
subject 4 3.90 1.35 7.258114 0.203556

Random Random 1 4.48 1.52 7.257694 0.203923
Random 2 4.46 1.50 7.257649 0.203798

Uniform uniform 4.44 1.52 7.258869 0.204285
Model Model 3.75 1.32 7.295988 0.199254

where pi is the probability of i-th grey-level in the his-
togram bins from 1 to 256.

The root mean square error(RMSE) between the original
image and the reconstructed image in ROI is also be used
to verify the effectiveness of our method. The RMSE in
ROI is a function of the pixel values of the original and the
reconstructed image in ROI:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
w ∗ h ∗ c

w∑
i=1

h∑
j=1

c∑
k=1

(O(i, j, c)−R(i, j, c))2

(5)
where (i, j) ∈ ROI , w is the width of the image, h is the
height of the image, c is the number of channels of the im-
age, O(i, j, c) is the pixel value of the original image on
channel c at position (i, j), and R(i, j, c) is the pixel value
of reconstructed image on channel c at position (i, j).

3.1. Comparison on different sources of fixation

The averages and standard deviations of RMSE and en-
tropy on 100 reconstructed face images from FRGC data
set [7] are compared on different sources of fixations. It
can be seen that the averages and standard deviations of
RMSE computed on actual fixations and model-generated
fixations are lower than that computed on uniform and ran-
dom distribution fixations. The table 1 demonstrates that
the RMSE reconstructing with actual fixations and artifi-
cial model-generated fixations are much lower than that re-
constructing with random, uniform fixations. It also shows
that the average entropy of reconstructed images on differ-
ent fixation source are almost equal.

3.2. RMSE and entropy with increasing fixations

We also find that the average RMSE in the face region
between original images and reconstructed images decrease
rapidly when the number of fixations increases. Result on
Figure 1 indicates that we can reconstruct the face in ROI
more accurate if we use more fixations, see Figure 4)

Meanwhile, the entropy in the face region almost holds
constant after the number of fixations exceeds two (See Fig-
ure 5). It means that human capture most of information



Figure 4. The RMSE decreases rapidly when reconstruct the face
region with increasing number of fixations.

Figure 5. Entropy almost holds constant after the number of fix-
ation reaches 2, the difference between maximum and minimum
entropy is only 0.003.

with first two or three fixations, after that little information
can be captured by subsequent fixations.

3.3. Statistical analysis of fixation distribution

As the work of Zhang et al. [18] indicated, facial feature
extracted or selected usually distribute around key regions,
such as eyes, nose and mouth regions. To verify if this phe-
nomenon happens on actual eye fixations, we conduct a sta-
tistical experiment on which the distributions are computed
using fixation positions data recorded on 4 subjects on 100
face images. The distributions are 2D histograms with 108
bins (12 rows and 9 columns), we linearly scale the value
of histograms into range 0 to 255 and display them as im-
ages. (See Figure 7). It demonstrates that HVS actually puts
more importance on regions like two eyes, nose and mouth
regions.

The weights of different local regions on different scales

Figure 6. (Weights of different local regions for five scales learned
from the FERET training set.[18](Courtesy of W. Zhang and et al.)

Figure 7. Fixation distribution statistics: (a) An sample image, (b),
(c), (d), (e) Weights of different regions calculated on fixation po-
sitions of 4 subjects.

Figure 8. People tend to fixate on distinctive area of face. (Cour-
tesy of FRGC [7] licenser).

(from [18]) are shown in Figure 6. We can see that two dis-
tributions are rather similar with each other, which suggest
that face recognize systems can take the advantage weighted
sampling of different regions in face image to achieve better
recognition accuracy.

In our experiments, we find that people more likely to
fixate at distinctive areas of face image such as an area with
a mole on it. Figure 8 shows fixation distributions on a man
with a mole on his chin and a woman with a adornment on
the right corner of her eye.



4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper proposes a simple yet flexible foveated imag-
ing method for face reconstruction in ROI using actual, ran-
dom, uniform and model-generated fixation positions and
compare the effectiveness of different fixation source. Pri-
mary experiments on reconstruction of face region on 100
FRGC [7] face images using different fixation source have
shown that the non-uniform sampling in HVS is optimal on
capturing information contained in face image.

Foveated imaging method used in this experiment can
been easily adjusted to better correspond with HVS by
changing the parameters in this foveated imaging method.
Future works on foveated imaging method include careful
tuning of the parameters to better correspond with HVS and
using it on other aspects such as image compression and
real-time communications.
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